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In both cases I was quite clear that I had significant and further evidence to prove my allegations. 

I had to establish that because there is absolutely no means of uploading any information or
evidence when making your report. 







Both NFIB responses include this statement highlighted here…….



Whereas………



There is no means or feature within your ActionFraud account or dashboard 
With which to upload or provide any supporting evidence or information!
All that exists is this ‘tick box’ list where they ask you to check the type of evidence you 
have. I checked this for both reports. They never asked me for any of it.



When I dug a little deeper into my Actionfraud account, I discovered the following:

The responses from NFIB are fob off responses that are literally timed to send 
automatically 28 days after the report, without reports ever being reviewed.



That is far from a unique experience.

I refer you to the following that’s specific to 
the 

Blackmore Bond fraud and Ponzi Scheme







Let’s look at that statement by NFIB…..

Really? No lines of enquiry?

WHEREAS:

1. Blackmore Bond Directors Nunn & McCreesh have both been under investigation by 
the SFO since May 2017 for their ‘role’ in the Capita Oak Pension scam.

And

2. Surge Financial  have been under investigation by the SFO since 2019 for their role in
the LC&F fraud

Both incredible lines of enquiry that the NFIB were absolutely aware of given their 
unrivalled knowledge of all UK fraud investigations.

Did they lie to Blackmore Bond victims, or did they just send automated fob off responses 
to these countless vulnerable victims?
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